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Louisiana educators engaged in a professional review of the state’s academic standards for English language arts (ELA) and mathematics to ensure they continue to maintain 
strong expectations for teaching and learning aligned with college and workplace demands. The new ELA and math standards will be effective beginning with the 2016-2017 
school year. As part of the Louisiana Department of Education’s support for a seamless transition to these new standards, the LDOE identified the major changes of the 
standards and their potential impact upon criteria used to review instructional materials.  

Title: KidBiz3000       Grade: 2-5   

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.      Copyright: 2014   

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

This English Language Arts review has been examined for the following changes in alignment resulting from the Louisiana Student Standards Review: 

 Materials do not contain references to specific authors and texts 

 Include citing relevant textual evidence beginning in grade 6 

 Include an awareness of audience when making speeches and delivering presentations  
 
This review remains a Tier 3 rating. As a result of these changes, the following chart identifies the potential impact on specific elements in the current review. The LDOE 
recommends that district curriculum staff, principals, and teachers take these findings into consideration when using these instructional materials. 
 

Criteria Currently in the Rubric Next Steps for Educators 
Quality of Texts  
(Non-Negotiable)  

This program currently is reviewed as “No” for this criteria because 
some of the comprehension questions are related to vocabulary from 
the article, but there does not appear to be any direct instruction about 
vocabulary.  There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the publisher. A void is 
noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, produced by experts. 

Since these materials received a “No” for this indicator, the current 
weakness will likely remain and should be addressed by adjusting or 
supplementing with stronger programs. 
 
 

Text-Dependent 
Questions 
(Non-Negotiable) 

This program currently is reviewed as “No” for this criteria because 
there is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions and tasks. 
Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s understanding of text 
and expression of knowledge. The questions and tasks are not of the 
rigor or complexity of the standards. 

Since these materials received a “No” for this indicator, the current 
weakness will likely remain and should be addressed by adjusting or 
supplementing with stronger programs. 

Speaking and 
Listening 

Not Reviewed  
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 2-5  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
Each set of submitted materials was evaluated for alignment with the standards beginning with a review of the indicators 
for the non-negotiable criteria. If those criteria were met, a review of the other criteria ensued.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 
Click below for complete grade-level reviews: 
Grade 2 (Tier 3)   Grade 3 (Tier 3)    Grade 4 (Tier 3)    Grade 5 (Tier 3) 

Instructional Materials Evaluation Review for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  

http://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/2013-2014-math-and-english-language-arts-instructional-materials-review/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 2  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  

http://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/2013-2014-math-and-english-language-arts-instructional-materials-review/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

I. Text Selection 
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 101.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.2  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 2, text selections are immersed with science, 
health and social living topics and can be rigorous,  
depending on the complexity levels. Each text is offered on 
a variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380.)  Levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of identified groups. 

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students.  The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The texts vary in level texts ranges 
include 250-1380 Lexile, so that students can increase 
toward and beyond grade level.  

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No In grade 2, some examples of articles are “Staying Strong 
in Space” about astronauts. In addition, “Grocery Gym” 
about a market with the additional benefit of having a 
gym. Although many are science related there is no 
indication of who is producing the writing although, it 
seems most of the text is written by the publisher. A void 
is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, produced by 
experts.  They appear to be written by the publisher, 
based on articles released by the Associated Press.  
Although well written, the articles do not provide proof 
that they are produced by experts in their respected fields.  

                                                           
1 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
2 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-
grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information for  Appendix A. 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://achievethecore.org/content/upload/corestandards_supplement_to_appendix_a_new_research_on_text_complexity_ela.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

subjects, and the arts). The 
quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use pre-made units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Texts are 
taught independent of each other, therefore 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.  

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 
and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-
10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 
structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/9
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/7/7
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/9
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

  Yes              No            
 
 

appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only) 
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. Students will 
struggle to decode words and apply phonics on the 2nd 
grade level, as explicit  instruction is lacking.    

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not allow for systematic, regular and 
frequent practice of foundational skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson does not directly address 
building or practicing the  foundational skills.  The articles 
and texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and not directly connected to the foundational 
skills.  Although, educators can change Lexile levels in this 
program, they cannot target specific foundations skills and 
by changing the lexile level so that the text is "readable" 
for students will not ensure the material is meeting the 
specific foundational skill needs of struggling readers.  

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 
(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 
word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 
syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words by using 
sound-symbol knowledge. Students in grade 2, must be 
provided instruction and practice in decoding grade-level 
words by sound-symbol knowledge.  Although, there is 
text for students to read, there is no support for 
foundational reading instructional strategies.    

 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

irregular spelling patterns. 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages. 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

No Diagnostic assessments to support teachers in feedback on 
student progress are not offered in this program. The 
program does not address aspects of the foundational 
skills. Students engaged in this program will lack feedback 
on oral reading fluency. There is no progress monitoring 
for foundational skills in the program.    

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Submissions do not provide abundant materials which can 
be easily implemented. Most articles/text selections are 
science, health and social studies submissions.  
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III. Questions and Tasks 
Non‐ Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. Each 
lesson provides questions for students to complete: before 
reading poll asks students about prior knowledge, an 
activity asks students one question about the lesson focus, 
a thought question requires students to write a written 
response but no application of learning, and a after 
reading poll asks students for their opinions. The student 
may refer back to the article, but the majority of questions 
are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of 
the passage. The thought questions provided ask students 
to recall information presented in the passage. There are 
few opportunities for students to draw conclusions or 
make inferences. There are no spoken responses required.  
Teacher recommendations show examples of how 
teachers can further assist students.  

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 

 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed. In grade 2, an 
example of a question is: There's a saying: "You are what 
you eat." This means that if you eat healthy foods, you will 
be a healthy person. What do you think?  Students are not 
asked to provide any evidence from the text in many 
questions. A major drawback being that students are not 
required to think critically and support their answers with 
evidence from the text, “dig deeper”, if this is their 
primary resource. Questions are stated simply and do not 
include the language of the standards. Questions lack 
depth and do not require students to show their true 
understanding of the reading. Standards are addressed in 
isolation.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts.  The key words 
of the articles are presented to the students in isolation. 
There is little connection between the vocabulary words 
and the activities that students are expected to complete. 
The vocabulary words are defined for the students which 
takes away from their study of those words using context 
clues. Although students can revisit texts, texts are 
generally read once and in isolation with no connection to 
other texts.  

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No There are suggested vocabulary words, but no direct 
instruction for vocabulary.  Vocabulary should be 
integrated throughout the texts, lessons and activities.  
Tools included help students with unfamiliar words, 
however, there is no relationship between the words and 
the activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made.   

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 
opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 
range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

to measure their independent abilities.  

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support 
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 
7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review. 
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments 

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified.  

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 

No The texts show no indication that they are authentic.  
Most of the text are written by the publisher based off of 
Associated Press articles.. 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. Students will 
struggle to decode words and apply phonics on the 2nd 
grade level, as instruction is lacking.  The program will not 
support student’s ability to read fluently. 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality 
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 3  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  

http://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/2013-2014-math-and-english-language-arts-instructional-materials-review/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

I. Text Selection 
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 103.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.4  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 3, text selections and complexity levels vary. The 
provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the 
identified groups. For example, each text is offered on a 
variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380).         

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students.  The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The text level ranges from 250-1380 
Lexile, so teacher can increase his or her reading ability 
toward or beyond grade level.   

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 
subjects, and the arts). The 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the 
publisher.  A void is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, 
produced by experts.They appear to be written by the 
publisher, but based on articles released by the Associated 
Press. For example, in the article “Folded Paper Art,” 
Achieve3000 is cited as the creator of the text, and the 
Associated Press is given credit at the bottom of the article 
for contributing to the story. Although well written, the 
articles do not provide proof that they are produced by 
experts in the field of writing. Articles cite the publisher, 
Achieve 3000, and the Associated Press as the authors of 
the texts.  Articles are limited in style and content. For 

                                                           
3 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
4 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-
grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information for  Appendix A. 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://achievethecore.org/content/upload/corestandards_supplement_to_appendix_a_new_research_on_text_complexity_ela.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

example, texts are limited to articles related to science 
and social studies content.     

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use pre-made units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Because 
texts are taught independent of each other, 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.  

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 
and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-
10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 
structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/9
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/7/7
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/9
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

  Yes              No            
 
 

appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only) 
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

N/A       

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonics patterns and word analysis skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson do not directly address 
phonics patterns or word analysis skills.  The articles and 
texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics, 
fluency or word analysis skills.  Although, there is a way to 
change the Lexile level in this program you cannot 
specifically target a phonics pattern. Making a text 
readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that 
the material will meet the specific foundational skills 
needs of a struggling reader.      

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 
(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 
word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words. Students 
must be provided instruction and practice in systematic 
examination of grade level morphology, decoding of 
multisyllabic words by using syllabication, and 
automaticity with grade-level regular and irregular spelling 
patterns.  Although, there is text for students to read, 
there is no support for foundational reading instructional 
strategies.      

 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages. 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

N/A       

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Although the materials are easy to implement, the 
submitted materials are too limited in style and number to 
be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide 
additional time, attention, or practice for students who 
need it.      
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

 

III. Questions and Tasks 
Non‐ Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. Each 
lesson provides questions for students to complete: before 
reading poll asks students about prior knowledge, an 
activity asks students one question about the lesson focus, 
a thought question requires students to write a written 
response but no application of learning, and an after 
reading poll asks students for their opinions. The student 
may refer back to the article, but the majority of questions 
are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of 
the passage. One question type that is seen in almost 
every question set asks the student to tell which 
information is not included in the article. This is not a true 
text-dependent question. It does not require the student 
to think about the text that he/she read. The thought 
questions provided ask students to recall information 
presented in the passage. There are few opportunities for 
students to draw conclusions or make inferences. For 
example, one Thought Question related to the article, 
“Google’s Grand Plan,” asks the student to write a letter to 
a friend telling him/her about Google’s Colorado River 
images. The prompt asks the student to “talk about the 
river itself” in the letter. This prompt is simply asking the 
student to recall information and restate it in letter form. 
There are no spoken responses required.  Teacher 
recommendations show examples of how teachers can 
further assist students.   

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed.  Only one 
standard is addressed with each task.  A major drawback is 
that students are not required to think critically or support 
their answers with evidence from the text. Questions are 
stated simply and do not include the language of the 
standards. Questions lack depth and do not require 
students to show their true understanding of the reading. 
Standards are addressed in isolation.   

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts. Vocabulary 
instruction is not evident. The key words of the articles are 
presented to the students in isolation. There is little 
connection between the words and the activities that the 
students are expected to complete. The words are defined 
for the students which takes away from their study of 
those words using context clues. Although students can 
revisit texts, texts are generally read once and in isolation 
with no connection to other texts.      

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No There is no direct instruction for vocabulary.  There are 
suggested vocabulary words. Vocabulary should be 
integrated throughout the texts, lessons, and activities.  
Tools included help students with unfamiliar words, 
however, there is no relationship between the words and 
the activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made.   

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 
grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 
to measure their independent abilities. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support 
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

obviously the center of focus. 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 
common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review. 
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments 

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified. . 

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 
No None of the text show any indication that they are 

authentic.  Many of the texts are written by the publisher. 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. The materials lack 
practice in word study, spelling patterns, as well as 
decoding grade-level words.  The program will not support 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

the student’s ability to read fluently.      

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality 
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 4  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  

http://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/2013-2014-math-and-english-language-arts-instructional-materials-review/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

I. Text Selection 
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 105.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.6  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 4, text selections and complexity levels vary. The 
provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the 
identified groups. For example, each text is offered on a 
variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380).        

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students. The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The texts vary in level texts ranges 
include 250-1380 Lexile, so that students can increase 
toward and beyond grade level.  

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 
subjects, and the arts). The 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the 
publisher.  A void is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, 
produced by experts.They appear to be written by the 
publisher, but based on articles released by the Associated 
Press.  Although well written, do not provide proof that 
they are produced by experts in the field of writing. For 
example, in the article “Early Republic: The First Ladies” 
Achieve3000 is cited as the creator of the text and the 
Associated Press is given credit at the bottom of the article 
for contributing to the story. Although well written, do not 
provide proof that they are produced by experts in the 
field of writing. Articles cite the publisher, Achieve 3000, 

                                                           
5 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
6 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-
grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information for  Appendix A. 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://achievethecore.org/content/upload/corestandards_supplement_to_appendix_a_new_research_on_text_complexity_ela.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

and the Associated Press as the authors of the texts.  
Articles are limited in style and content. For example, texts 
are limited to articles related to science and social studies 
content. The texts do address particular reading skills. For 
example, there is a focus skill for most of the articles and 
graphic organizers related to that skill.    

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use premade units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Because 
texts are taught independent of each other, 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.   

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-
10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

  Yes              No            
 
 

structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 
appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only) 
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

N/A       

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonics patterns and word analysis skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson do not directly address 
phonics patterns or word analysis skills.  The articles and 
texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics, 
fluency or word analysis skills.  Although, there is a way to 
change the Lexile level in this program you cannot 
specifically target a phonics pattern. Making a text 
readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that 
the material will meet the specific foundational skills 
needs of a struggling reader. 

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words. Students 
must be provided instruction and practice in systematic 
examination of grade level morphology, decoding of 
multisyllabic words by using syllabication, and 
automaticity with grade-level regular and irregular spelling 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/9
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/7/7
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/9
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 
word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 
syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

patterns.  Although, there is text for students to read, 
there is no support for foundational reading instructional 
strategies.      

 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

N/A       

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Although the materials are easy to implement, the 
submitted materials are too limited in style and number to 
be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide 
additional time, attention, or practice for students who 
need it.      
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

 

III. Questions and Tasks 
Non‐ Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. Each 
lesson provides questions for students to complete: before 
reading poll asks students about prior knowledge, an 
activity asks students one question about the lesson focus, 
a thought question requires students to write a written 
response but no application of learning, and a after 
reading poll asks students for their opinions. The student 
may refer back to the article, but the majority of questions 
are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of 
the passage. For example, after students read the article, 
“Caring for Dolphins and More,” they are asked to write 
about the following prompt: “How long does it take to get 
a degree in Marine Mammal Behavior, Care, and Training 
from a college at the Dolphin Research Center? How much 
does it cost? Why is there a need for this program?  
Explain how students learn to work with sea animals at the 
center. Support your answer with information from the 
lesson.” The thought questions provided ask students to 
recall information presented in the passage. There are few 
opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make 
inferences. There are no spoken responses required.  
Teacher recommendations show examples of how 
teachers can further assist students.        

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed.  Only one 
standard addressed with each task.  A major drawback 
being that students are not required to think critically and 
support their answers with evidence from the text, “dig 
deeper”, if this is their primary resource. Questions are 
stated simply and do not include the language of the 
standards. Questions lack depth and do not require 
students to show their true understanding of the reading. 
Standards are addressed in isolation.  

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts. Vocabulary 
instruction is not evident. The key words of the articles are 
presented to the students in isolation. There is little 
connection between the words and the activities that the 
students are expected to complete. The words are defined 
for the students which takes away from their study of 
those words using context clues. Although students can 
revisit texts, texts are generally read once and in isolation 
with no connection to other texts.  

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No No direct instruction for vocabulary.  There are suggested 
vocabulary words.  Vocabulary should be integrated 
throughout the texts, lessons and activities.  Tools 
included help students with unfamiliar words, however, 
there is no relationship between the words and the 
activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made. .  

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met. T 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 
grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 
to measure their independent abilities. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support 
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 
common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review. 
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments 

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified. 

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 
No None of the text show any indication that they are 

authentic.  Many of the texts are written by the publisher. 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Indicator 4 on the last page : Materials are not available to 
support the standards and adequately address 
foundational skills. The materials lack practice in word 
study, spelling patterns, as well as decoding grade-level 
words.  The program will not support the student’s ability 
to read fluently. 
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(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality 
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 5  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  

http://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/2013-2014-math-and-english-language-arts-instructional-materials-review/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

I. Text Selection 
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 107.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.8  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 5, text selections and complexity levels vary. The 
provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the 
identified groups. For example, each text is offered on a 
variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380).   

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students.  The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The texts vary in level texts ranges 
include 250-1380 Lexile, so that students can increase 
toward and beyond grade level.  

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 
subjects, and the arts). The 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the 
publisher.  A void is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, 
produced by experts.They appear to be written by the 
publisher, but based on articles released by the Associated 
Press.  Although well written, do not provide proof that 
they are produced by experts in the field of writing. 
Articles cite the publisher, Achieve 3000, and the 
Associated Press as the authors of the texts.  Articles are 
limited in style and content. For example, texts are limited 
to articles related to science and social studies content. 
The texts do address particular reading skills. There is a 
focus skill for most of the articles and a graphic organizer 

                                                           
7 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
8 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-
grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information for  Appendix A. 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5
http://achievethecore.org/content/upload/corestandards_supplement_to_appendix_a_new_research_on_text_complexity_ela.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

related to that skill. For example: the article Worms on the 
Menu focuses on critical thinking, while another article, 
Crunching the Numbers focuses on citing evidence.       

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use pre-made units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Because 
texts are taught independent of each other, 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.   

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 
and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 
structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/9
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
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(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

  Yes              No            
 
 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 
appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only) 
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

N/A       

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonics patterns and word analysis skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson do not directly address 
phonics patterns or word analysis skills.  The articles and 
texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics, 
fluency or word analysis skills.  Although, there is a way to 
change the Lexile level in this program you cannot 
specifically target a phonics pattern. Making a text 
readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that 
the material will meet the specific foundational skills 
needs of a struggling reader. 

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 
(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words. Students 
must be provided instruction and practice in systematic 
examination of grade level morphology, decoding of 
multisyllabic words by using syllabication, and 
automaticity with grade-level regular and irregular spelling 
patterns.  Although, there is text for students to read, 
there is no support for foundational reading instructional 
strategies.      

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/9-10/6
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/7/7
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/9
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_A.pdf
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 
syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages. 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

N/A       

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Although the materials are easy to implement, the 
submitted materials are too limited in style and number to 
be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide 
additional time, attention, or practice for students who 
need it. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

 

III. Questions and Tasks 
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. For 
example: People who change the course of history, in a big 
or small way, deserve to be honored. Explain why you 
voted the way you did. Each lesson provides questions for 
students to complete: before reading poll asks students 
about prior knowledge, an activity asks students one 
question about the lesson focus, a thought question 
requires students to write a written response but no 
application of learning, and a after reading poll asks 
students for their opinions. The student may refer back to 
the article, but the majority of questions are recall level 
questions and do not require knowledge of the passage. 
The thought questions provided ask students to recall 
information presented in the passage. There are few 
opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make 
inferences. There are no spoken responses required.  
Teacher recommendations show examples of how 
teachers can further assist students.   

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 

 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed.  Only one 
standard addressed with each task.  A major drawback 
being that students are not required to think critically and 
support their answers with evidence from the text, “dig 
deeper”, if this is their primary resource. Questions are 
stated simply and do not include the language of the 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

standards. Questions lack depth and do not require 
students to show their true understanding of the reading. 
Standards are addressed in isolation.   

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts. Vocabulary 
instruction is not evident. The key words of the articles are 
presented to the students in isolation. There is little 
connection between the words and the activities that the 
students are expected to complete. The words are defined 
for the students which takes away from their study of 
those words using context clues. Although students can 
revisit texts, texts are generally read once and in isolation 
with no connection to other texts. 

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No No direct instruction for vocabulary.  There are suggested 
vocabulary words.  Vocabulary should be integrated 
throughout the texts, lessons and activities.  Tools 
included help students with unfamiliar words, however, 
there is no relationship between the words and the 
activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made.   

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 
opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 
range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

to measure their independent abilities.  

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support 
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 
7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review. 
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments 

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified.    

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 
No None of the text show any indication that they are 

authentic.  Many of the texts are written by the publisher. 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. The materials lack 
practice in word study, spelling patterns, as well as 
decoding grade-level words.  The program will not support 
the student’s ability to read fluently. 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
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(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES 

IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality 
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 2-5  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
Each set of submitted materials was evaluated for alignment with the standards beginning with a review of the indicators 
for the non-negotiable criteria. If those criteria were met, a review of the other criteria ensued.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 
Click below for complete grade-level reviews: 
Grade 2 (Tier 3)   Grade 3 (Tier 3)    Grade 4 (Tier 3)    Grade 5 (Tier 3) 

Instructional Materials Evaluation Review for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 2  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

I. Text Selection  
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 101.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.2  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 2, text selections are immersed with science, 
health and social living topics and can be rigorous,  
depending on the complexity levels. Each text is offered on 
a variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380.)  Levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of identified groups. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students.  The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The texts vary in level texts ranges 
include 250-1380 Lexile, so that students can increase 
toward and beyond grade level.  

 

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No In grade 2, some examples of articles are “Staying Strong 
in Space” about astronauts. In addition, “Grocery Gym” 
about a market with the additional benefit of having a 
gym. Although many are science related there is no 
indication of who is producing the writing although, it 
seems most of the text is written by the publisher. A void 
is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, produced by 
experts.  They appear to be written by the publisher, 
based on articles released by the Associated Press.  
Although well written, the articles do not provide proof 
that they are produced by experts in their respected fields.  

 

                                                           
1 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
2 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information 
for  Appendix A. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

subjects, and the arts). The 
quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use pre-made units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Texts are 
taught independent of each other, therefore 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.  

 

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 
and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-
10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 
structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

  Yes              No            
 
 

appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only)  
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. Students will 
struggle to decode words and apply phonics on the 2nd 
grade level, as explicit  instruction is lacking.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not allow for systematic, regular and 
frequent practice of foundational skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson does not directly address 
building or practicing the  foundational skills.  The articles 
and texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and not directly connected to the foundational 
skills.  Although, educators can change Lexile levels in this 
program, they cannot target specific foundations skills and 
by changing the lexile level so that the text is "readable" 
for students will not ensure the material is meeting the 
specific foundational skill needs of struggling readers.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 
(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words by using 
sound-symbol knowledge. Students in grade 2, must be 
provided instruction and practice in decoding grade-level 
words by sound-symbol knowledge.  Although, there is 
text for students to read, there is no support for 
foundational reading instructional strategies.    
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 
word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 
syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

No Diagnostic assessments to support teachers in feedback on 
student progress are not offered in this program. The 
program does not address aspects of the foundational 
skills. Students engaged in this program will lack feedback 
on oral reading fluency. There is no progress monitoring 
for foundational skills in the program.    

 

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Submissions do not provide abundant materials which can 
be easily implemented. Most articles/text selections are 
science, health and social studies submissions.  
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III. Questions and Tasks  
Non‐ Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. Each 
lesson provides questions for students to complete: before 
reading poll asks students about prior knowledge, an 
activity asks students one question about the lesson focus, 
a thought question requires students to write a written 
response but no application of learning, and a after 
reading poll asks students for their opinions. The student 
may refer back to the article, but the majority of questions 
are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of 
the passage. The thought questions provided ask students 
to recall information presented in the passage. There are 
few opportunities for students to draw conclusions or 
make inferences. There are no spoken responses required.  
Teacher recommendations show examples of how 
teachers can further assist students.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed. In grade 2, an 
example of a question is: There's a saying: "You are what 
you eat." This means that if you eat healthy foods, you will 
be a healthy person. What do you think?  Students are not 
asked to provide any evidence from the text in many 
questions. A major drawback being that students are not 
required to think critically and support their answers with 
evidence from the text, “dig deeper”, if this is their 
primary resource. Questions are stated simply and do not 
include the language of the standards. Questions lack 
depth and do not require students to show their true 
understanding of the reading. Standards are addressed in 
isolation.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts.  The key words 
of the articles are presented to the students in isolation. 
There is little connection between the vocabulary words 
and the activities that students are expected to complete. 
The vocabulary words are defined for the students which 
takes away from their study of those words using context 
clues. Although students can revisit texts, texts are 
generally read once and in isolation with no connection to 
other texts.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No There are suggested vocabulary words, but no direct 
instruction for vocabulary.  Vocabulary should be 
integrated throughout the texts, lessons and activities.  
Tools included help students with unfamiliar words, 
however, there is no relationship between the words and 
the activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made.   

 

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 
opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 
range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

to measure their independent abilities.  

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support  
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 
7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 

 

Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review.  
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments  

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified.  
 

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 

No The texts show no indication that they are authentic.  
Most of the text are written by the publisher based off of 
Associated Press articles.. 

 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. Students will 
struggle to decode words and apply phonics on the 2nd 
grade level, as instruction is lacking.  The program will not 
support student’s ability to read fluently. 

 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  
 

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality  
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 3  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

I. Text Selection  
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 103.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.4  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 3, text selections and complexity levels vary. The 
provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the 
identified groups. For example, each text is offered on a 
variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380).         

 

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students.  The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The text level ranges from 250-1380 
Lexile, so teacher can increase his or her reading ability 
toward or beyond grade level.   

 

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 
subjects, and the arts). The 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the 
publisher.  A void is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, 
produced by experts.They appear to be written by the 
publisher, but based on articles released by the Associated 
Press. For example, in the article “Folded Paper Art,” 
Achieve3000 is cited as the creator of the text, and the 
Associated Press is given credit at the bottom of the article 
for contributing to the story. Although well written, the 
articles do not provide proof that they are produced by 
experts in the field of writing. Articles cite the publisher, 
Achieve 3000, and the Associated Press as the authors of 
the texts.  Articles are limited in style and content. For 

 

                                                           
3 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
4 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information 
for  Appendix A. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

example, texts are limited to articles related to science 
and social studies content.     

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use pre-made units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Because 
texts are taught independent of each other, 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.  

 

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 
and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-
10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 
structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

  Yes              No            
 
 

appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only)  
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

N/A       

 

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonics patterns and word analysis skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson do not directly address 
phonics patterns or word analysis skills.  The articles and 
texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics, 
fluency or word analysis skills.  Although, there is a way to 
change the Lexile level in this program you cannot 
specifically target a phonics pattern. Making a text 
readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that 
the material will meet the specific foundational skills 
needs of a struggling reader.      

 

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 
(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 
word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words. Students 
must be provided instruction and practice in systematic 
examination of grade level morphology, decoding of 
multisyllabic words by using syllabication, and 
automaticity with grade-level regular and irregular spelling 
patterns.  Although, there is text for students to read, 
there is no support for foundational reading instructional 
strategies.      
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

N/A       

 

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Although the materials are easy to implement, the 
submitted materials are too limited in style and number to 
be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide 
additional time, attention, or practice for students who 
need it.      

 

III. Questions and Tasks  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

Non‐ Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. Each 
lesson provides questions for students to complete: before 
reading poll asks students about prior knowledge, an 
activity asks students one question about the lesson focus, 
a thought question requires students to write a written 
response but no application of learning, and an after 
reading poll asks students for their opinions. The student 
may refer back to the article, but the majority of questions 
are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of 
the passage. One question type that is seen in almost 
every question set asks the student to tell which 
information is not included in the article. This is not a true 
text-dependent question. It does not require the student 
to think about the text that he/she read. The thought 
questions provided ask students to recall information 
presented in the passage. There are few opportunities for 
students to draw conclusions or make inferences. For 
example, one Thought Question related to the article, 
“Google’s Grand Plan,” asks the student to write a letter to 
a friend telling him/her about Google’s Colorado River 
images. The prompt asks the student to “talk about the 
river itself” in the letter. This prompt is simply asking the 
student to recall information and restate it in letter form. 
There are no spoken responses required.  Teacher 
recommendations show examples of how teachers can 
further assist students.   

 

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed.  Only one 
standard is addressed with each task.  A major drawback is 
that students are not required to think critically or support 
their answers with evidence from the text. Questions are 
stated simply and do not include the language of the 
standards. Questions lack depth and do not require 
students to show their true understanding of the reading. 
Standards are addressed in isolation.   

 

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts. Vocabulary 
instruction is not evident. The key words of the articles are 
presented to the students in isolation. There is little 
connection between the words and the activities that the 
students are expected to complete. The words are defined 
for the students which takes away from their study of 
those words using context clues. Although students can 
revisit texts, texts are generally read once and in isolation 
with no connection to other texts.      

 

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No There is no direct instruction for vocabulary.  There are 
suggested vocabulary words. Vocabulary should be 
integrated throughout the texts, lessons, and activities.  
Tools included help students with unfamiliar words, 
however, there is no relationship between the words and 
the activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made.   

 

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 
opportunities that genuinely 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 
range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 
grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 
to measure their independent abilities. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support  
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 
common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 

 

Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review.  
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments  

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified. . 
 

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 
No None of the text show any indication that they are 

authentic.  Many of the texts are written by the publisher. 
 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. The materials lack 
practice in word study, spelling patterns, as well as 
decoding grade-level words.  The program will not support 
the student’s ability to read fluently.      

 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 

No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

are considered basic recall.  

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality  
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 4  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

I. Text Selection  
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 105.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.6  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 4, text selections and complexity levels vary. The 
provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the 
identified groups. For example, each text is offered on a 
variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380).        

 

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students. The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The texts vary in level texts ranges 
include 250-1380 Lexile, so that students can increase 
toward and beyond grade level.  

 

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 
subjects, and the arts). The 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the 
publisher.  A void is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, 
produced by experts.They appear to be written by the 
publisher, but based on articles released by the Associated 
Press.  Although well written, do not provide proof that 
they are produced by experts in the field of writing. For 
example, in the article “Early Republic: The First Ladies” 
Achieve3000 is cited as the creator of the text and the 
Associated Press is given credit at the bottom of the article 
for contributing to the story. Although well written, do not 
provide proof that they are produced by experts in the 
field of writing. Articles cite the publisher, Achieve 3000, 

 

                                                           
5 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
6 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information 
for  Appendix A. 
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

and the Associated Press as the authors of the texts.  
Articles are limited in style and content. For example, texts 
are limited to articles related to science and social studies 
content. The texts do address particular reading skills. For 
example, there is a focus skill for most of the articles and 
graphic organizers related to that skill.    

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use premade units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Because 
texts are taught independent of each other, 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.   

 

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-
10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

  Yes              No            
 
 

structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 
appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only)  
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

N/A       

 

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonics patterns and word analysis skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson do not directly address 
phonics patterns or word analysis skills.  The articles and 
texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics, 
fluency or word analysis skills.  Although, there is a way to 
change the Lexile level in this program you cannot 
specifically target a phonics pattern. Making a text 
readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that 
the material will meet the specific foundational skills 
needs of a struggling reader. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words. Students 
must be provided instruction and practice in systematic 
examination of grade level morphology, decoding of 
multisyllabic words by using syllabication, and 
automaticity with grade-level regular and irregular spelling 
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MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 
word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 
syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

patterns.  Although, there is text for students to read, 
there is no support for foundational reading instructional 
strategies.      

 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages 

 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

N/A       

 

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Although the materials are easy to implement, the 
submitted materials are too limited in style and number to 
be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide 
additional time, attention, or practice for students who 
need it.      
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III. Questions and Tasks  
Non‐ Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. Each 
lesson provides questions for students to complete: before 
reading poll asks students about prior knowledge, an 
activity asks students one question about the lesson focus, 
a thought question requires students to write a written 
response but no application of learning, and a after 
reading poll asks students for their opinions. The student 
may refer back to the article, but the majority of questions 
are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of 
the passage. For example, after students read the article, 
“Caring for Dolphins and More,” they are asked to write 
about the following prompt: “How long does it take to get 
a degree in Marine Mammal Behavior, Care, and Training 
from a college at the Dolphin Research Center? How much 
does it cost? Why is there a need for this program?  
Explain how students learn to work with sea animals at the 
center. Support your answer with information from the 
lesson.” The thought questions provided ask students to 
recall information presented in the passage. There are few 
opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make 
inferences. There are no spoken responses required.  
Teacher recommendations show examples of how 
teachers can further assist students.        

 

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 

No Many of the standards are not addressed.  Only one 
standard addressed with each task.  A major drawback 
being that students are not required to think critically and 
support their answers with evidence from the text, “dig 
deeper”, if this is their primary resource. Questions are 
stated simply and do not include the language of the 
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(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

be assessed with every text.) standards. Questions lack depth and do not require 
students to show their true understanding of the reading. 
Standards are addressed in isolation.  

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts. Vocabulary 
instruction is not evident. The key words of the articles are 
presented to the students in isolation. There is little 
connection between the words and the activities that the 
students are expected to complete. The words are defined 
for the students which takes away from their study of 
those words using context clues. Although students can 
revisit texts, texts are generally read once and in isolation 
with no connection to other texts.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No No direct instruction for vocabulary.  There are suggested 
vocabulary words.  Vocabulary should be integrated 
throughout the texts, lessons and activities.  Tools 
included help students with unfamiliar words, however, 
there is no relationship between the words and the 
activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made. .  

 

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 
opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 
range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met. T 

 

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

to measure their independent abilities.  

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support  
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 
7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 

 

Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review.  
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments  

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified. 
 

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 
No None of the text show any indication that they are 

authentic.  Many of the texts are written by the publisher. 
 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Indicator 4 on the last page : Materials are not available to 
support the standards and adequately address 
foundational skills. The materials lack practice in word 
study, spelling patterns, as well as decoding grade-level 
words.  The program will not support the student’s ability 
to read fluently. 

 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  
 

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
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IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality  
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The goal for ELA students is that they can read and understand grade-level texts independently, as demonstrated 
through writing and speaking about those texts. A strong ELA classroom is structured with the below components.   

 

Title: KidBiz3000   Grade: 5  

Publisher: Achieve3000, Inc.  Copyright: 2014 

Overall Rating: Tier III, Not representing quality 

Tier I, Tier II, Tier III Elements of this review: 

STRONG WEAK 
1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  2. Quality of Texts (Non-Negotiable)  
                                    4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable*)  
                                    5. Text-Dependent Questions (Non-Negotiable)  
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                                        

 
To evaluate each set of submitted materials for alignment with the standards, begin by reviewing Column 2 for the non-
negotiable criteria. If there is a “Yes” for all required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “Yes” in 
Column 1. If there is a “No” for any required indicators in Column 2, then the materials receive a “No” in Column 1.  
 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality 
of Texts, and Text-Dependent Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  

Instructional Materials Evaluation Tool for Alignment in 
ELA Small-Group Reading Grades K – 12 (IMET)  
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CRITERIA INDICATORS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY 
MEETS METRICS 

(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

I. Text Selection  
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable 
1. COMPLEXITY OF TEXTS: 
Materials present a progression 
of complex texts as stated by 
Reading Standard 107.  
            

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
1a) In grades 2-12, materials provide texts that vary in 
complexity levels.  The provided levels are appropriate for 
the reading level of the identified group.  Measures for 
determining complexity include quantitative and qualitative 
analysis.8  Poetry and drama are analyzed only using 
qualitative measures. 
 
In grades K-2, extensive read-aloud texts allow sufficient 
opportunity for engagement with text more complex than 
students could read themselves. 

Yes In grade 5, text selections and complexity levels vary. The 
provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the 
identified groups. For example, each text is offered on a 
variety of Lexile levels ranging from below grade-level to 
above grade-level (250-1380).   

 

 

REQUIRED 
1b) Texts increase in complexity as materials progress. They 
place an emphasis on increasing student reading ability 
toward or beyond their grade level. 

Yes Teachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile 
level before assigning the material to students.  The level 
of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
individual student. The texts vary in level texts ranges 
include 250-1380 Lexile, so that students can increase 
toward and beyond grade level.  

 

 

Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
2. QUALITY OF TEXTS:  
Texts are of sufficient scope 
and quality to provide text-
centered and integrated 
learning that is sequenced and 
scaffolded to advance students 
toward independent reading of 
grade level texts and build 
content knowledge (ELA, social 
studies, science and technical 
subjects, and the arts). The 

REQUIRED 
2a) 90% of texts provide rich opportunities for students to 
practice skills that will help them master the ELA standards 
in the particular grade; the texts are well-crafted and 
authentic, representing the quality of content, language, 
and writing that is produced by experts in various 
disciplines (e.g., English language arts, history/social 
studies, science, technical subjects, and the arts).   

No There is no indication of who is producing the writing 
although, it seems most of the text is written by the 
publisher.  A void is noted in authentic, well-crafted texts, 
produced by experts.They appear to be written by the 
publisher, but based on articles released by the Associated 
Press.  Although well written, do not provide proof that 
they are produced by experts in the field of writing. 
Articles cite the publisher, Achieve 3000, and the 
Associated Press as the authors of the texts.  Articles are 
limited in style and content. For example, texts are limited 
to articles related to science and social studies content. 
The texts do address particular reading skills. There is a 
focus skill for most of the articles and a graphic organizer 

 

                                                           
7 Grades 3-12 Example: Texts present vocabulary, syntax, text structures, levels of meaning/purpose similar to exemplars in Appendix B. 
8 The process for determining quantitative and qualitative measures is available at http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/teacher-toolbox-resources/guide---how-to-determine-text-complexity-grades-k-12.pdf?sfvrsn=5 or the Supplemental Information 
for  Appendix A. 
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(Yes/No) JUSTIFICATION/ COMMENTS WITH EXAMPLES PUBLISHER COMMENTS 

quality of texts is high—they 
support multiple readings for 
various purposes and exhibit 
exceptional craft and thought 
and/or provide useful 
information. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

related to that skill. For example: the article Worms on the 
Menu focuses on critical thinking, while another article, 
Crunching the Numbers focuses on citing evidence.       

 

REQUIRED 
2b) Materials provide opportunities for students to build 
vocabulary knowledge and knowledge about concepts, 
themes, and topics through reading, writing, listening and 
speaking.  
 
In grades K-2, the inclusion of read-aloud texts in addition 
to what students can read themselves ensures that all 
students can build knowledge about the world through 
engagement with rich, complex text. 

No Teachers can use pre-made units of study or they can 
create their own with specific content to build content 
knowledge.  Each lesson has a total of four questions for 
students to complete. Important vocabulary words are 
highlighted for students and definitions are provided. The 
students have the capability to have the word and 
definition read to them if using the electronic version of 
the article. Some of the comprehension questions are 
related to vocabulary from the article, but there does not 
appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary. 
While the students do have opportunities to read and 
write, there are not any listening or speaking components. 
The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction. Because 
texts are taught independent of each other, 
concept/thematic knowledge is not built through the 
readings.   

 

 

3. RANGE AND VOLUME OF 
TEXTS:  
Materials reflect the 
distribution of text types and 
genres suggested by the 
standards: Text types and 
genres generally reflect the 
definitions provided on page 31 
(grades K-5) and page 57 
(grades 6-12) of the standards 
and included in the text of the 
standards (e.g., RL.2.9, RL.9-

REQUIRED 
3a) In grades K-12, ELA materials include both literary and 
informational texts to support students in developing 
independent reading ability that is at or above grade level. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
3b) Materials include texts of different formats (e.g., print 
and non-print, including film, art, music, charts, etc.).  

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

3c) Materials include many informational texts with an 
informational text structure rather than a narrative 
structure; grades 6-12 include literary nonfiction (e.g. 
speeches, biographies, essays). 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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10.6, RI.7.7, or RI.11-12.9).  
 

  Yes              No            
 
 

3d) Additional materials increase the opportunity for 
regular, accountable independent reading of texts that 
appeal to students' interests to build reading stamina, 
confidence, motivation, and enjoyment and build their 
ability to apply skills learned in small-group instruction to 
new texts. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

II. Foundational Skills (grades K-5 only)  
Tier 1 and 2 Non‐ Negotiable 
4. FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS: 
Materials provide instruction 
and diagnostic support in 
concepts of print, phonics, 
vocabulary, development, 
syntax, and fluency in a logical 
and transparent progression. 
These foundational skills are 
necessary and central 
components of an effective, 
comprehensive reading 
program designed to develop 
proficient readers with the 
capacity to comprehend texts 
across a range of types and 
disciplines.  
 

 Yes              No            
 
 

REQUIRED *Indicator for grades K-2 only  
4a) Materials follow a sequence of foundational skills 
instruction indicated by the standards and beginning on 
page 17 of Appendix A, while providing abundant 
opportunities for every student to become proficient in 
each of the foundational skills. 

N/A       

 

 

REQUIRED 
4b) In grades K-2, materials include student texts that allow 
for systematic, regular and frequent practice of 
foundational skills as they are introduced.  
 
In grades 3-5, materials demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonic patterns and word analysis skills. 

No The materials do not demand knowledge of grade-level 
phonics patterns and word analysis skills.  The tasks 
correlated with each lesson do not directly address 
phonics patterns or word analysis skills.  The articles and 
texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in 
isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics, 
fluency or word analysis skills.  Although, there is a way to 
change the Lexile level in this program you cannot 
specifically target a phonics pattern. Making a text 
readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that 
the material will meet the specific foundational skills 
needs of a struggling reader. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4c) In grades K-2, materials provide instruction and practice 
in word study including pronunciation, roots, prefixes, 
suffixes and spelling/sound patterns, as well as decoding of 
grade-level words by using sound-symbol knowledge and 
knowledge of syllabication and regular practice in encoding 
(spelling) the sound symbol relationships of English.   
 
In grades 3-5, materials provide instruction and practice in 

No The materials lack practice in word study, spelling 
patterns, as well as decoding grade-level words. Students 
must be provided instruction and practice in systematic 
examination of grade level morphology, decoding of 
multisyllabic words by using syllabication, and 
automaticity with grade-level regular and irregular spelling 
patterns.  Although, there is text for students to read, 
there is no support for foundational reading instructional 
strategies.      
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word study including systematic examination of grade-level 
morphology, decoding of multisyllabic words by using 
syllabication, and automaticity with grade-level regular and 
irregular spelling patterns. 

 

REQUIRED 
4d) Materials encourage students to use context to confirm 
or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
directing students to reread purposefully to acquire 
accurate meaning. 

No The materials do not encourage students to use context to 
confirm or self-correct word recognition and 
understanding.  There is no instruction on students using 
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition.  There 
is no direction for students to reread passages. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
4e) Opportunities are frequently built into the materials 
that allow for students to achieve reading fluency in oral 
and silent reading, that is, to read a wide variety of prose 
and poetry at students’ reading level with accuracy, rate 
appropriate to the text, and expression. 

No Students are not given opportunities to build fluency with 
this program. The articles/texts are limited to nonfiction 
with limited variety. Examples of the topics include an 
abundant amount of texts/articles in the areas of Health, 
News, and Physical Science and a small amount of social 
studies, but notably absent is Literature. There are no 
opportunities for students to have oral reading.  All 
instruction in silent reading based on a computer program.   

 

 

4f) *Indicator for grades K-2 only 
Materials provide opportunities for educators to monitor 
student progress on every aspect of the foundational skills 
through diagnostic assessments offered at regular intervals.  
Monitoring must also allow for students to receive regular 
feedback on their oral reading fluency in the specific areas 
of appropriate rate, expressiveness and accuracy. 

N/A       

 

 

 4g) Submissions provide abundant and easily implemented 
materials so teachers can readily provide more time, 
attention and practice for those students who need it. 
 

No Although the materials are easy to implement, the 
submitted materials are too limited in style and number to 
be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide 
additional time, attention, or practice for students who 
need it. 
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III. Questions and Tasks  
Tier 1 and 2 Non-Negotiable  
5. TEXT-DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS: 
Text‐ dependent questions and 
tasks reflect the requirements 
of Reading Standard 1 by 
requiring use of textual 
evidence in support of meeting 
other grade-specific standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
5a) At least 80% of all questions in the materials are text-
dependent questions; student ideas are expressed through 
both written and spoken responses. 

No 80% of questions provided are not text-dependent. For 
example: People who change the course of history, in a big 
or small way, deserve to be honored. Explain why you 
voted the way you did. Each lesson provides questions for 
students to complete: before reading poll asks students 
about prior knowledge, an activity asks students one 
question about the lesson focus, a thought question 
requires students to write a written response but no 
application of learning, and a after reading poll asks 
students for their opinions. The student may refer back to 
the article, but the majority of questions are recall level 
questions and do not require knowledge of the passage. 
The thought questions provided ask students to recall 
information presented in the passage. There are few 
opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make 
inferences. There are no spoken responses required.  
Teacher recommendations show examples of how 
teachers can further assist students.   

 

 

REQUIRED 
5b) Coherent sequences of questions and tasks focus 
students on understanding the text and its illustrations (as 
applicable), expressing the knowledge students have built 
about concepts, themes, or ideas presented in the texts.   

No There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions 
and tasks. Questions and tasks do not focus on student’s 
understanding of text and expression knowledge. The 
questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of 
the standards. They are not connected and cover a variety 
of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
5c) Questions and tasks include the language of the 
standards, and assess the depth and complexity required by 
the standards at each grade-level over time to advance and 
deepen student learning. (Note: not every standard must 
be assessed with every text.) 

No Many of the standards are not addressed.  Only one 
standard addressed with each task.  A major drawback 
being that students are not required to think critically and 
support their answers with evidence from the text, “dig 
deeper”, if this is their primary resource. Questions are 
stated simply and do not include the language of the 
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standards. Questions lack depth and do not require 
students to show their true understanding of the reading. 
Standards are addressed in isolation.   

 

REQUIRED 
5d) Questions and tasks support students in examining the 
language (vocabulary, sentences, and structure) prevalent 
in complex texts to determine meaning from texts; 
questions and tasks also focus on engaging students with 
multiple repetitions of words in varied contexts (e.g., 
reading different texts, completing tasks, engaging in 
speaking/listening). 

No Students are not required to examine language in complex 
texts and determine meaning from texts. Vocabulary 
instruction is not evident. The key words of the articles are 
presented to the students in isolation. There is little 
connection between the words and the activities that the 
students are expected to complete. The words are defined 
for the students which takes away from their study of 
those words using context clues. Although students can 
revisit texts, texts are generally read once and in isolation 
with no connection to other texts. 

 

 

REQUIRED 
5e) Vocabulary study emphasizes advancing depth of word 
knowledge through determining word meaning and 
relationships among words (e.g., concept- and thematically-
related words, word families, etc.). 

No No direct instruction for vocabulary.  There are suggested 
vocabulary words.  Vocabulary should be integrated 
throughout the texts, lessons and activities.  Tools 
included help students with unfamiliar words, however, 
there is no relationship between the words and the 
activities that students are completing. Vocabulary is 
taught independent of the text, definitions are provided 
outside the text, and only a very surface level connection 
to the use of the word in the text is made.   

 

 

6. ASSESSMENT: 
Materials offer assessment 
opportunities that genuinely 
measure progress and elicit 
direct, observable evidence of 
the degree to which students 
can independently 
demonstrate the assessed 

REQUIRED 
6a) Materials use varied modes of assessment, including a 
range of diagnostic, formative, summative and self-
assessment measures for placement of students into and 
out of small groups and to monitor progress along the way. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
6b) Measurement of progress via assessments should 
include gradual release of supporting scaffolds for students 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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grade-specific standards with 
appropriately complex text(s). 
 

 Yes              No            
 

to measure their independent abilities.  

REQUIRED 
6c) Aligned rubrics or assessment guidelines (such as 
scoring guides or student work exemplars) are included and 
provide sufficient guidance for interpreting student 
performance. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

6d) Materials assess student proficiency using methods that 
are unbiased and accessible to all students. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

IV. Scaffolding and Support  
7. SCAFFOLDING AND 
SUPPORT:  
Materials provide all students, 
including those who read 
below grade level, with 
extensive opportunities and 
support to encounter and 
comprehend grade‐ level 
complex text as required by the 
standards. 
 

 Yes              No            
 

REQUIRED 
7a) Materials must have the goal of students gaining full 
comprehension of complex text (through read-aloud in 
grades K-1) and do not confuse or substitute mastery of 
strategies for full comprehension of text; reading strategies 
support comprehension of specific texts and focus on 
building knowledge and insight. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7b) Materials regularly direct teachers to return to focused 
parts of the text to guide students through rereading, 
discussion and writing about the ideas, events, and 
information found there. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7c) The materials are easy to use and cleanly laid out for 
students and teachers. Each page of the submission adds to 
student learning rather than distracts from it. The reading 
selections are centrally located within the materials and 
obviously the center of focus. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

REQUIRED 
7d) Appropriate suggestions and materials are provided for 
supporting varying student needs at the unit and lesson 
level (e.g., alternate teaching approaches, pacing, 
instructional delivery options, suggestions for addressing 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  
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common student difficulties to meet standards, 
remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts, 
suggestions for more advanced texts for extension, etc.). 
7e) Pre-reading activities and suggested approaches to 
teacher scaffolding are focused and engage students with 
understanding the text itself. Pre-reading activities should 
be no more than 10% of time devoted to any reading 
instruction. 

Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-
negotiable criteria were not met.  

 

 

FINAL EVALUATION 
Tier 1 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for Criteria 1 – 7.  
Tier 2 ratings receive a “Yes” in Column 1 for all non-negotiable criteria (Foundational Skills, Complexity of Texts, Quality of Texts, and Text-Dependent 
Questions), but at least one “No” in Column 1 for the remaining criteria.  
Tier 3 ratings receive a “No” in Column 1 for at least one of the non-negotiable criteria.  
 

 

Compile the results for Sections I-VII to make a final decision for the material under review.  
Section Criteria Yes/No Final Justification/Comments  

I: Text Selection 

1. Complexity of Texts (Non-Negotiable) 
Yes The complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher 

so that the readability meets the group identified.    
 

2. Quality of Texts  (Non-Negotiable) 
No None of the text show any indication that they are 

authentic.  Many of the texts are written by the publisher. 
 

3. Range and Volume of Texts 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

II: Foundational Skills 4. Foundational Skills (Non-Negotiable) 

No Materials are not available to support the standards and 
adequately address foundational skills. The materials lack 
practice in word study, spelling patterns, as well as 
decoding grade-level words.  The program will not support 
the student’s ability to read fluently. 

 

III: Text-Dependent Questions 
and Tasks 

5. Text-Dependent Questions  (Non-Negotiable) 
No The majority of the questions are not text dependent and 

are considered basic recall.  
 

6. Assessment 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
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IV: Scaffolding and Support 7. Scaffolding and Support 
Not Evaluated This section was not evaluated because the non-

negotiable criteria were not met.  
 

FINAL DECISION FOR THIS MATERIAL: Tier III, Not representing quality  

 



Appendix	  II.	  
	  

Public	  Comments	  



There	  were	  no	  public	  comments	  submitted.	  

	  


	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIn grade 2 text selections are immersed with science health and social living topics and can be rigorous depending on the complexity levels Each text is offered on a variety of Lexile levels ranging from below gradelevel to above gradelevel 2501380  Levels are appropriate for the reading level of identified groups: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile level before assigning the material to students  The level of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each individual student The texts vary in level texts ranges include 2501380 Lexile so that students can increase toward and beyond grade level: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIn grade 2 some examples of articles are Staying Strong in Space about astronauts In addition Grocery Gym about a market with the additional benefit of having a gym Although many are science related there is no indication of who is producing the writing although it seems most of the text is written by the publisher A void is noted in authentic wellcrafted texts produced by experts  They appear to be written by the publisher based on articles released by the Associated Press Although well written the articles do not provide proof that they are produced by experts in their respected fields: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSsubjects and the arts The quality of texts is highthey support multiple readings for various purposes and exhibit exceptional craft and thought andor provide useful information Yes No: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers can use premade units of study or they can create their own with specific content to build content knowledge  Each lesson has a total of four questions for students to complete Important vocabulary words are highlighted for students and definitions are provided The students have the capability to have the word and definition read to them if using the electronic version of the article Some of the comprehension questions are related to vocabulary from the article but there does not appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary While the students do have opportunities to read and write there are not any listening or speaking components The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction Texts are taught independent of each other therefore conceptthematic knowledge is not built through the readings: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSMaterials are not available to support the standards and adequately address foundational skills Students will struggle to decode words and apply phonics on the 2nd grade level as explicit  instruction is lacking: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not allow for systematic regular and frequent practice of foundational skills  The tasks correlated with each lesson does not directly address building or practicing the  foundational skills  The articles and texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in isolation and not directly connected to the foundational skills Although educators can change Lexile levels in this program they cannot target specific foundations skills and by changing the lexile level so that the text is readable for students will not ensure the material is meeting the specific foundational skill needs of struggling readers: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words by using soundsymbol knowledge Students in grade 2 must be provided instruction and practice in decoding gradelevel words by soundsymbol knowledge Although there is text for students to read there is no support for foundational reading instructional strategies: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIn grades 35 materials provide instruction and practice in word study including systematic examination of gradelevel morphology decoding of multisyllabic words by using syllabication and automaticity with gradelevel regular and irregular spelling patterns: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not encourage students to use context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition and understanding  There is no instruction on students using context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition There is no direction for students to reread passages: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not given opportunities to build fluency with this program The articlestexts are limited to nonfiction with limited variety Examples of the topics include an abundant amount of textsarticles in the areas of Health News and Physical Science and a small amount of social studies but notably absent is Literature There are no opportunities for students to have oral reading  All instruction in silent reading based on a computer program: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSDiagnostic assessments to support teachers in feedback on student progress are not offered in this program The program does not address aspects of the foundational skills Students engaged in this program will lack feedback on oral reading fluency There is no progress monitoring for foundational skills in the program: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSSubmissions do not provide abundant materials which can be easily implemented Most articlestext selections are science health and social studies submissions: 
	80 of questions provided are not textdependent Each lesson provides questions for students to complete before reading poll asks students about prior knowledge an activity asks students one question about the lesson focus a thought question requires students to write a written response but no application of learning and a after reading poll asks students for their opinions The student may refer back to the article but the majority of questions are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of the passage The thought questions provided ask students to recall information presented in the passage There are few opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make inferences There are no spoken responses required Teacher recommendations show examples of how teachers can further assist students: See Final Summary section for comments.
	There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions and tasks Questions and tasks do not focus on students understanding of text and expression knowledge The questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of the standards They are not connected and cover a variety of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards: 
	Many of the standards are not addressed In grade 2 an example of a question is Theres a saying You are what you eat This means that if you eat healthy foods you will be a healthy person What do you think  Students are not asked to provide any evidence from the text in many questions A major drawback being that students are not required to think critically and support their answers with evidence from the text dig deeper if this is their primary resource Questions are stated simply and do not include the language of the standards Questions lack depth and do not require students to show their true understanding of the reading Standards are addressed in isolation: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSRow1: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not required to examine language in complex texts and determine meaning from texts  The key words of the articles are presented to the students in isolation There is little connection between the vocabulary words and the activities that students are expected to complete The vocabulary words are defined for the students which takes away from their study of those words using context clues Although students can revisit texts texts are generally read once and in isolation with no connection to other texts: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere are suggested vocabulary words but no direct instruction for vocabulary  Vocabulary should be integrated throughout the texts lessons and activities Tools included help students with unfamiliar words however there is no relationship between the words and the activities that students are completing Vocabulary is taught independent of the text definitions are provided outside the text and only a very surface level connection to the use of the word in the text is made: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher so that the readability meets the group identified: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe texts show no indication that they are authentic Most of the text are written by the publisher based off of Associated Press articles: An increased call for nonfiction reading has left districts with a gap of materials with appropriate levels of text complexity. Achieve3000 is designed to fill this gap with rich, high-quality nonfiction texts spanning a variety of disciplines and topics, allowing students to develop literacy across the content areas. With every lesson, students complete a 5-Step Literacy Routine, throughout which they read the text closely with the explicit purpose of capturing evidence that will help them to develop a text-based response to a written prompt. Students can use the digital highlighting tool and the Reading Connection, Setting the Purpose, to successfully navigate nonfiction text and to develop the habits of mind for college and career success. Bonus and Stretch Lessons serve two different purposes in moving students toward the comprehension of grade-appropriate nonfiction texts. Stretch Lessons: The Stretch Lessons are rich in science and social studies content, allowing students to build literacy skills and content-area knowledge simultaneously. Each lesson presents students with two content-area texts: a news article and in-depth content entitled Dig Deeper. These lessons include the Stretch Articles, the grade-appropriate version of the same lesson. Students work on building their strategies and close-reading techniques with the less complex text and then apply those strategies to targeted portions of the grade-appropriate text. Teacher materials outline what teachers can do before, during, and after independent student work, including ways to guide student interaction with the Stretch materials.Bonus Lessons: Achieve3000 Bonus Lessons for grades 3-12 apply that same 5-Step Literacy Routine to materials that challenge students with extensive readings at their individual Lexile levels. This helps to build stamina for reading comprehension of text with higher word counts. Each Bonus Lesson presents students with two or three rich sources of information to analyze and evaluate. These sources consist of text, as well as charts, videos, primary sources, and other forms of media.  A comprehensive Teacher Guide offers step-by-step guidelines for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills in addition to guiding collaborative discussions around complex text.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSMaterials are not available to support the standards and adequately address foundational skills Students will struggle to decode words and apply phonics on the 2nd grade level as instruction is lacking  The program will not support students ability to read fluently: Achieve3000 offers opportunities for explicit instruction of foundational skills of reading using our direct instruction lesson plans. The instruction includes guidance on the four traits of oral reading fluency with a series of specific activities and strategies. Along with this are opportunities for building reading fluency through a combination of activities that focus on phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy, as well as a collection of Reader’s Theaters with parts differentiated to varying Lexile levels.  On a monthly basis, students receive a Read Aloud lesson, through which fluency can be assessed. The system is able to track students’ reading rates, while teachers can use Achieve3000 Oral Reading Rubrics to identify error rates. Once error rates are recorded in the system, monthly tracking of student fluency is possible.  The “Just For Me” curriculum provides contextualized instruction of phonics, word analysis, and spelling. While students complete the 5-Step Routine at their independent levels, teachers are able to use instructional materials to provide 5-10 minute embedded phonics lessons. This curriculum package provides examples, guidance, and materials that offer teachers options for organizing the instruction of phonics and word analysis according to their students’ needs. All lessons (in the Just for Me curriculum as well as all other lessons in Achieve) include text-to-speech audio functionality, providing students with practice in fluency skills--phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe majority of the questions are not text dependent and are considered basic recall: During the 5-Step Routine of any Stretch Lesson, each student receives a differentiated nonfiction passage, matched to his or her individual Lexile level. Independent text-based questions follow each reading and often begin by establishing a basic understanding of the text before focusing on the analysis of text. These questions are purposefully designed to deepen student learning and understanding of the text.The teacher materials that accompany the Stretch Lessons include a series of text-dependent discussion questions, which range from checking students’ basic understanding of the text to challenging students to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the information they have read. The questions give students multiple opportunities to participate appropriately in conversations and debates based on the texts and their own experiences.  In the Bonus Lessons, students encounter technology-enhanced, text-dependent questions, similar to the ones they will see in the new online assessments. These drag-and-drop style and constructed-response items deepen student comprehension of the text and stretch their critical thinking skills. A comprehensive set of teacher materials accompanies every Bonus Lesson, offering step-by-step techniques for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills, in addition to guiding collaborative discussions based on text-dependent questions.Every lesson contains a Thought Question, which challenges students to use Achieve3000’s Reading Connections and digital highlighting tool to annotate text and to identify evidence for their written responses. Students are expected to read the text closely and cite specific evidence in their responses to the text-dependent Thought Question. In order to ensure that students have the solid vocabulary foundation they will need to excel across the content areas, all Achieve3000 lessons include vocabulary study. Each lesson includes a set of discipline-specific or academic vocabulary; these terms are featured in the teacher materials, along with specific instructional recommendations. Teachers can also make use of direct instruction lesson plans designed to reinforce the strategies for vocabulary acquisition. Teacher materials also highlight the importance of using targeted words within the context of writing and speaking.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIn grade 3 text selections and complexity levels vary The provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the identified groups For example each text is offered on a variety of Lexile levels ranging from below gradelevel to above gradelevel 2501380: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile level before assigning the material to students  The level of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each individual student The text level ranges from 2501380 Lexile so teacher can increase his or her reading ability toward or beyond grade level: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere is no indication of who is producing the writing although it seems most of the text is written by the publisher  A void is noted in authentic wellcrafted texts produced by expertsThey appear to be written by the publisher but based on articles released by the Associated Press For example in the article Folded Paper Art Achieve3000 is cited as the creator of the text and the Associated Press is given credit at the bottom of the article for contributing to the story Although well written the articles do not provide proof that they are produced by experts in the field of writing Articles cite the publisher Achieve 3000 and the Associated Press as the authors of the texts  Articles are limited in style and content For: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSexample texts are limited to articles related to science and social studies content: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers can use premade units of study or they can create their own with specific content to build content knowledge  Each lesson has a total of four questions for students to complete Important vocabulary words are highlighted for students and definitions are provided The students have the capability to have the word and definition read to them if using the electronic version of the article Some of the comprehension questions are related to vocabulary from the article but there does not appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary While the students do have opportunities to read and write there are not any listening or speaking components The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction Because texts are taught independent of each other conceptthematic knowledge is not built through the readings: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not demand knowledge of gradelevel phonics patterns and word analysis skills  The tasks correlated with each lesson do not directly address phonics patterns or word analysis skills  The articles and texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics fluency or word analysis skills  Although there is a way to change the Lexile level in this program you cannot specifically target a phonics pattern Making a text readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that the material will meet the specific foundational skills needs of a struggling reader: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words Students must be provided instruction and practice in systematic examination of grade level morphology decoding of multisyllabic words by using syllabication and automaticity with gradelevel regular and irregular spelling patterns  Although there is text for students to read there is no support for foundational reading instructional strategies: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSsyllabication and automaticity with gradelevel regular and irregular spelling patterns: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not encourage students to use context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition and understanding  There is no instruction on students using context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition  There is no direction for students to reread passages: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not given opportunities to build fluency with this program The articlestexts are limited to nonfiction with limited variety Examples of the topics include an abundant amount of textsarticles in the areas of Health News and Physical Science and a small amount of social studies but notably absent is Literature There are no opportunities for students to have oral reading  All instruction in silent reading based on a computer program_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSAlthough the materials are easy to implement the submitted materials are too limited in style and number to be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide additional time attention or practice for students who need it: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTS80 of questions provided are not textdependent Each lesson provides questions for students to complete before reading poll asks students about prior knowledge an activity asks students one question about the lesson focus a thought question requires students to write a written response but no application of learning and an after reading poll asks students for their opinions The student may refer back to the article but the majority of questions are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of the passage One question type that is seen in almost every question set asks the student to tell which information is not included in the article This is not a true textdependent question It does not require the student to think about the text that heshe read The thought questions provided ask students to recall information presented in the passage There are few opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make inferences For example one Thought Question related to the article Googles Grand Plan asks the student to write a letter to a friend telling himher about Googles Colorado River images The prompt asks the student to talk about the river itself in the letter This prompt is simply asking the student to recall information and restate it in letter form There are no spoken responses required  Teacher recommendations show examples of how teachers can further assist students: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions and tasks Questions and tasks do not focus on students understanding of text and expression knowledge The questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of the standards They are not connected and cover a variety of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSMany of the standards are not addressed  Only one standard is addressed with each task  A major drawback is that students are not required to think critically or support their answers with evidence from the text Questions are stated simply and do not include the language of the standards Questions lack depth and do not require students to show their true understanding of the reading Standards are addressed in isolation: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not required to examine language in complex texts and determine meaning from texts Vocabulary instruction is not evident The key words of the articles are presented to the students in isolation There is little connection between the words and the activities that the students are expected to complete The words are defined for the students which takes away from their study of those words using context clues Although students can revisit texts texts are generally read once and in isolation with no connection to other texts: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere is no direct instruction for vocabulary  There are suggested vocabulary words Vocabulary should be integrated throughout the texts lessons and activities Tools included help students with unfamiliar words however there is no relationship between the words and the activities that students are completing Vocabulary is taught independent of the text definitions are provided outside the text and only a very surface level connection to the use of the word in the text is made: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher so that the readability meets the group identified_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSNone of the text show any indication that they are authentic  Many of the texts are written by the publisher: An increased call for nonfiction reading has left districts with a gap of materials with appropriate levels of text complexity. Achieve3000 is designed to fill this gap with rich, high-quality nonfiction texts spanning a variety of disciplines and topics, allowing students to develop literacy across the content areas. With every lesson, students complete a 5-Step Literacy Routine, throughout which they read the text closely with the explicit purpose of capturing evidence that will help them to develop a text-based response to a written prompt. Students can use the digital highlighting tool and the Reading Connection, Setting the Purpose, to successfully navigate nonfiction text and to develop the habits of mind for college and career success. Bonus and Stretch Lessons serve two different purposes in moving students toward the comprehension of grade-appropriate nonfiction texts. Stretch Lessons: The Stretch Lessons are rich in science and social studies content, allowing students to build literacy skills and content-area knowledge simultaneously. Each lesson presents students with two content-area texts: a news article and in-depth content entitled Dig Deeper. These lessons include the Stretch Articles, the grade-appropriate version of the same lesson. Students work on building their strategies and close-reading techniques with the less complex text and then apply those strategies to targeted portions of the grade-appropriate text. Teacher materials outline what teachers can do before, during, and after independent student work, including ways to guide student interaction with the Stretch materials.Bonus Lessons: Achieve3000 Bonus Lessons for grades 3-12 apply that same 5-Step Literacy Routine to materials that challenge students with extensive readings at their individual Lexile levels. This helps to build stamina for reading comprehension of text with higher word counts. Each Bonus Lesson presents students with two or three rich sources of information to analyze and evaluate. These sources consist of text, as well as charts, videos, primary sources, and other forms of media.  A comprehensive Teacher Guide offers step-by-step guidelines for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills in addition to guiding collaborative discussions around complex text.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSMaterials are not available to support the standards and adequately address foundational skills The materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words  The program will not support the students ability to read fluently: Achieve3000 offers opportunities for explicit instruction of foundational skills of reading using our direct instruction lesson plans. The instruction includes guidance on the four traits of oral reading fluency with a series of specific activities and strategies. Along with this are opportunities for building reading fluency through a combination of activities that focus on phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy, as well as a collection of Reader’s Theaters with parts differentiated to varying Lexile levels.  On a monthly basis, students receive a Read Aloud lesson, through which fluency can be assessed. The system is able to track students’ reading rates, while teachers can use Achieve3000 Oral Reading Rubrics to identify error rates. Once error rates are recorded in the system, monthly tracking of student fluency is possible.  The “Just For Me” curriculum provides contextualized instruction of phonics, word analysis, and spelling. While students complete the 5-Step Routine at their independent levels, teachers are able to use instructional materials to provide 5-10 minute embedded phonics lessons. This curriculum package provides examples, guidance, and materials that offer teachers options for organizing the instruction of phonics and word analysis according to their students’ needs. All lessons (in the Just for Me curriculum as well as all other lessons in Achieve) include text-to-speech audio functionality, providing students with practice in fluency skills--phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe majority of the questions are not text dependent and: During the 5-Step Routine of any Stretch Lesson, each student receives a differentiated nonfiction passage, matched to his or her individual Lexile level. Independent text-based questions follow each reading and often begin by establishing a basic understanding of the text before focusing on the analysis of text. These questions are purposefully designed to deepen student learning and understanding of the text.The teacher materials that accompany the Stretch Lessons include a series of text-dependent discussion questions, which range from checking students’ basic understanding of the text to challenging students to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the information they have read. The questions give students multiple opportunities to participate appropriately in conversations and debates based on the texts and their own experiences.  In the Bonus Lessons, students encounter technology-enhanced, text-dependent questions, similar to the ones they will see in the new online assessments. These drag-and-drop style and constructed-response items deepen student comprehension of the text and stretch their critical thinking skills. A comprehensive set of teacher materials accompanies every Bonus Lesson, offering step-by-step techniques for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills, in addition to guiding collaborative discussions based on text-dependent questions.Every lesson contains a Thought Question, which challenges students to use Achieve3000’s Reading Connections and digital highlighting tool to annotate text and to identify evidence for their written responses. Students are expected to read the text closely and cite specific evidence in their responses to the text-dependent Thought Question. In order to ensure that students have the solid vocabulary foundation they will need to excel across the content areas, all Achieve3000 lessons include vocabulary study. Each lesson includes a set of discipline-specific or academic vocabulary; these terms are featured in the teacher materials, along with specific instructional recommendations. Teachers can also make use of direct instruction lesson plans designed to reinforce the strategies for vocabulary acquisition. Teacher materials also highlight the importance of using targeted words within the context of writing and speaking.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSare considered basic recall: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIn grade 4 text selections and complexity levels vary The provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the identified groups For example each text is offered on a variety of Lexile levels ranging from below gradelevel to above gradelevel 2501380: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile level before assigning the material to students The level of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each individual student The texts vary in level texts ranges include 2501380 Lexile so that students can increase toward and beyond grade level: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere is no indication of who is producing the writing although it seems most of the text is written by the publisher  A void is noted in authentic wellcrafted texts produced by expertsThey appear to be written by the publisher but based on articles released by the Associated Press  Although well written do not provide proof that they are produced by experts in the field of writing For example in the article Early Republic The First Ladies Achieve3000 is cited as the creator of the text and the Associated Press is given credit at the bottom of the article for contributing to the story Although well written do not provide proof that they are produced by experts in the field of writing Articles cite the publisher Achieve 3000: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSand the Associated Press as the authors of the texts Articles are limited in style and content For example texts are limited to articles related to science and social studies content The texts do address particular reading skills For example there is a focus skill for most of the articles and graphic organizers related to that skill: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers can use premade units of study or they can create their own with specific content to build content knowledge  Each lesson has a total of four questions for students to complete Important vocabulary words are highlighted for students and definitions are provided The students have the capability to have the word and definition read to them if using the electronic version of the article Some of the comprehension questions are related to vocabulary from the article but there does not appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary While the students do have opportunities to read and write there are not any listening or speaking components The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction Because texts are taught independent of each other conceptthematic knowledge is not built through the readings_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSnegotiable criteria were not met_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not demand knowledge of gradelevel phonics patterns and word analysis skills  The tasks correlated with each lesson do not directly address phonics patterns or word analysis skills  The articles and texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics fluency or word analysis skills  Although there is a way to change the Lexile level in this program you cannot specifically target a phonics pattern Making a text readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that the material will meet the specific foundational skills needs of a struggling reader_2: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words Students must be provided instruction and practice in systematic examination of grade level morphology decoding of multisyllabic words by using syllabication and automaticity with gradelevel regular and irregular spelling: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSpatterns  Although there is text for students to read there is no support for foundational reading instructional strategies: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not encourage students to use context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition and understanding  There is no instruction on students using context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition  There is no direction for students to reread passages_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not given opportunities to build fluency with this program The articlestexts are limited to nonfiction with limited variety Examples of the topics include an abundant amount of textsarticles in the areas of Health News and Physical Science and a small amount of social studies but notably absent is Literature There are no opportunities for students to have oral reading  All instruction in silent reading based on a computer program_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSAlthough the materials are easy to implement the submitted materials are too limited in style and number to be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide additional time attention or practice for students who need it_2: 
	80 of questions provided are not textdependent Each lesson provides questions for students to complete before reading poll asks students about prior knowledge an activity asks students one question about the lesson focus a thought question requires students to write a written response but no application of learning and a after reading poll asks students for their opinions The student may refer back to the article but the majority of questions are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of the passage For example after students read the article Caring for Dolphins and More they are asked to write about the following prompt How long does it take to get a degree in Marine Mammal Behavior Care and Training from a college at the Dolphin Research Center How much does it cost Why is there a need for this program Explain how students learn to work with sea animals at the center Support your answer with information from the lesson The thought questions provided ask students to recall information presented in the passage There are few opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make inferences There are no spoken responses required Teacher recommendations show examples of how teachers can further assist students: See Final Summary section for comments.
	There is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions and tasks Questions and tasks do not focus on students understanding of text and expression knowledge The questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of the standards They are not connected and cover a variety of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards_2: 
	Many of the standards are not addressed  Only one standard addressed with each task  A major drawback being that students are not required to think critically and support their answers with evidence from the text dig deeper if this is their primary resource Questions are stated simply and do not include the language of the: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSstandards Questions lack depth and do not require students to show their true understanding of the reading Standards are addressed in isolation: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not required to examine language in complex texts and determine meaning from texts Vocabulary instruction is not evident The key words of the articles are presented to the students in isolation There is little connection between the words and the activities that the students are expected to complete The words are defined for the students which takes away from their study of those words using context clues Although students can revisit texts texts are generally read once and in isolation with no connection to other texts_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSNo direct instruction for vocabulary  There are suggested vocabulary words  Vocabulary should be integrated throughout the texts lessons and activities  Tools included help students with unfamiliar words however there is no relationship between the words and the activities that students are completing Vocabulary is taught independent of the text definitions are provided outside the text and only a very surface level connection to the use of the word in the text is made: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTScommon student difficulties to meet standards remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts suggestions for more advanced texts for extension etc_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher so that the readability meets the group identified_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSNone of the text show any indication that they are authentic  Many of the texts are written by the publisher_2: An increased call for nonfiction reading has left districts with a gap of materials with appropriate levels of text complexity. Achieve3000 is designed to fill this gap with rich, high-quality nonfiction texts spanning a variety of disciplines and topics, allowing students to develop literacy across the content areas. With every lesson, students complete a 5-Step Literacy Routine, throughout which they read the text closely with the explicit purpose of capturing evidence that will help them to develop a text-based response to a written prompt. Students can use the digital highlighting tool and the Reading Connection, Setting the Purpose, to successfully navigate nonfiction text and to develop the habits of mind for college and career success. Bonus and Stretch Lessons serve two different purposes in moving students toward the comprehension of grade-appropriate nonfiction texts. Stretch Lessons: The Stretch Lessons are rich in science and social studies content, allowing students to build literacy skills and content-area knowledge simultaneously. Each lesson presents students with two content-area texts: a news article and in-depth content entitled Dig Deeper. These lessons include the Stretch Articles, the grade-appropriate version of the same lesson. Students work on building their strategies and close-reading techniques with the less complex text and then apply those strategies to targeted portions of the grade-appropriate text. Teacher materials outline what teachers can do before, during, and after independent student work, including ways to guide student interaction with the Stretch materials.Bonus Lessons: Achieve3000 Bonus Lessons for grades 3-12 apply that same 5-Step Literacy Routine to materials that challenge students with extensive readings at their individual Lexile levels. This helps to build stamina for reading comprehension of text with higher word counts. Each Bonus Lesson presents students with two or three rich sources of information to analyze and evaluate. These sources consist of text, as well as charts, videos, primary sources, and other forms of media.  A comprehensive Teacher Guide offers step-by-step guidelines for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills in addition to guiding collaborative discussions around complex text.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIndicator 4 on the last page  Materials are not available to support the standards and adequately address foundational skills The materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words  The program will not support the students ability to read fluently: Achieve3000 offers opportunities for explicit instruction of foundational skills of reading using our direct instruction lesson plans. The instruction includes guidance on the four traits of oral reading fluency with a series of specific activities and strategies. Along with this are opportunities for building reading fluency through a combination of activities that focus on phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy, as well as a collection of Reader’s Theaters with parts differentiated to varying Lexile levels.  On a monthly basis, students receive a Read Aloud lesson, through which fluency can be assessed. The system is able to track students’ reading rates, while teachers can use Achieve3000 Oral Reading Rubrics to identify error rates. Once error rates are recorded in the system, monthly tracking of student fluency is possible.  The “Just For Me” curriculum provides contextualized instruction of phonics, word analysis, and spelling. While students complete the 5-Step Routine at their independent levels, teachers are able to use instructional materials to provide 5-10 minute embedded phonics lessons. This curriculum package provides examples, guidance, and materials that offer teachers options for organizing the instruction of phonics and word analysis according to their students’ needs. All lessons (in the Just for Me curriculum as well as all other lessons in Achieve) include text-to-speech audio functionality, providing students with practice in fluency skills--phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy. 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe majority of the questions are not text dependent and are considered basic recall_2: During the 5-Step Routine of any Stretch Lesson, each student receives a differentiated nonfiction passage, matched to his or her individual Lexile level. Independent text-based questions follow each reading and often begin by establishing a basic understanding of the text before focusing on the analysis of text. These questions are purposefully designed to deepen student learning and understanding of the text.The teacher materials that accompany the Stretch Lessons include a series of text-dependent discussion questions, which range from checking students’ basic understanding of the text to challenging students to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the information they have read. The questions give students multiple opportunities to participate appropriately in conversations and debates based on the texts and their own experiences.  In the Bonus Lessons, students encounter technology-enhanced, text-dependent questions, similar to the ones they will see in the new online assessments. These drag-and-drop style and constructed-response items deepen student comprehension of the text and stretch their critical thinking skills. A comprehensive set of teacher materials accompanies every Bonus Lesson, offering step-by-step techniques for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills, in addition to guiding collaborative discussions based on text-dependent questions.Every lesson contains a Thought Question, which challenges students to use Achieve3000’s Reading Connections and digital highlighting tool to annotate text and to identify evidence for their written responses. Students are expected to read the text closely and cite specific evidence in their responses to the text-dependent Thought Question. In order to ensure that students have the solid vocabulary foundation they will need to excel across the content areas, all Achieve3000 lessons include vocabulary study. Each lesson includes a set of discipline-specific or academic vocabulary; these terms are featured in the teacher materials, along with specific instructional recommendations. Teachers can also make use of direct instruction lesson plans designed to reinforce the strategies for vocabulary acquisition. Teacher materials also highlight the importance of using targeted words within the context of writing and speaking. 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSIn grade 5 text selections and complexity levels vary The provided levels are appropriate for the reading level of the identified groups For example each text is offered on a variety of Lexile levels ranging from below gradelevel to above gradelevel 2501380: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers have the ability to change the passage Lexile level before assigning the material to students  The level of the text can be adjusted to meet the needs of each individual student The texts vary in level texts ranges include 2501380 Lexile so that students can increase toward and beyond grade level_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere is no indication of who is producing the writing although it seems most of the text is written by the publisher  A void is noted in authentic wellcrafted texts produced by expertsThey appear to be written by the publisher but based on articles released by the Associated Press  Although well written do not provide proof that they are produced by experts in the field of writing Articles cite the publisher Achieve 3000 and the Associated Press as the authors of the texts  Articles are limited in style and content For example texts are limited to articles related to science and social studies content The texts do address particular reading skills There is a focus skill for most of the articles and a graphic organizer: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSrelated to that skill For example the article Worms on the Menu focuses on critical thinking while another article Crunching the Numbers focuses on citing evidence: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSTeachers can use premade units of study or they can create their own with specific content to build content knowledge  Each lesson has a total of four questions for students to complete Important vocabulary words are highlighted for students and definitions are provided The students have the capability to have the word and definition read to them if using the electronic version of the article Some of the comprehension questions are related to vocabulary from the article but there does not appear to be any direct instruction about vocabulary While the students do have opportunities to read and write there are not any listening or speaking components The program lacks direct vocabulary instruction Because texts are taught independent of each other conceptthematic knowledge is not built through the readings_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not demand knowledge of gradelevel phonics patterns and word analysis skills  The tasks correlated with each lesson do not directly address phonics patterns or word analysis skills  The articles and texts used to teach comprehension strategies are in isolation and are not directly connected to the phonics fluency or word analysis skills  Although there is a way to change the Lexile level in this program you cannot specifically target a phonics pattern Making a text readable by lowering the lexile level does not mean that the material will meet the specific foundational skills needs of a struggling reader_3: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words Students must be provided instruction and practice in systematic examination of grade level morphology decoding of multisyllabic words by using syllabication and automaticity with gradelevel regular and irregular spelling patterns  Although there is text for students to read there is no support for foundational reading instructional strategies_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSword study including systematic examination of gradelevel morphology decoding of multisyllabic words by using syllabication and automaticity with gradelevel regular and irregular spelling patterns: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe materials do not encourage students to use context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition and understanding  There is no instruction on students using context to confirm or selfcorrect word recognition  There is no direction for students to reread passages_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not given opportunities to build fluency with this program The articlestexts are limited to nonfiction with limited variety Examples of the topics include an abundant amount of textsarticles in the areas of Health News and Physical Science and a small amount of social studies but notably absent is Literature There are no opportunities for students to have oral reading  All instruction in silent reading based on a computer program_4: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSAlthough the materials are easy to implement the submitted materials are too limited in style and number to be considered abundant enough for teachers to provide additional time attention or practice for students who need it_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTS80 of questions provided are not textdependent For example People who change the course of history in a big or small way deserve to be honored Explain why you voted the way you did Each lesson provides questions for students to complete before reading poll asks students about prior knowledge an activity asks students one question about the lesson focus a thought question requires students to write a written response but no application of learning and a after reading poll asks students for their opinions The student may refer back to the article but the majority of questions are recall level questions and do not require knowledge of the passage The thought questions provided ask students to recall information presented in the passage There are few opportunities for students to draw conclusions or make inferences There are no spoken responses required Teacher recommendations show examples of how teachers can further assist students: See Final Summary section for comments.
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThere is a critical lack of coherent sequencing of questions and tasks Questions and tasks do not focus on students understanding of text and expression knowledge The questions and tasks are not of the rigor or complexity of the standards They are not connected and cover a variety of skills that are not truly aligned to the standards_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSMany of the standards are not addressed  Only one standard addressed with each task  A major drawback being that students are not required to think critically and support their answers with evidence from the text dig deeper if this is their primary resource Questions are stated simply and do not include the language of the: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSstandards Questions lack depth and do not require students to show their true understanding of the reading Standards are addressed in isolation_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSStudents are not required to examine language in complex texts and determine meaning from texts Vocabulary instruction is not evident The key words of the articles are presented to the students in isolation There is little connection between the words and the activities that the students are expected to complete The words are defined for the students which takes away from their study of those words using context clues Although students can revisit texts texts are generally read once and in isolation with no connection to other texts_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSNo direct instruction for vocabulary  There are suggested vocabulary words  Vocabulary should be integrated throughout the texts lessons and activities  Tools included help students with unfamiliar words however there is no relationship between the words and the activities that students are completing Vocabulary is taught independent of the text definitions are provided outside the text and only a very surface level connection to the use of the word in the text is made_2: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTScommon student difficulties to meet standards remediation strategies or suggestions for supporting texts suggestions for more advanced texts for extension etc_3: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe complexity of the text can be changed by the teacher so that the readability meets the group identified_4: 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSNone of the text show any indication that they are authentic  Many of the texts are written by the publisher_3: An increased call for nonfiction reading has left districts with a gap of materials with appropriate levels of text complexity. Achieve3000 is designed to fill this gap with rich, high-quality nonfiction texts spanning a variety of disciplines and topics, allowing students to develop literacy across the content areas. With every lesson, students complete a 5-Step Literacy Routine, throughout which they read the text closely with the explicit purpose of capturing evidence that will help them to develop a text-based response to a written prompt. Students can use the digital highlighting tool and the Reading Connection, Setting the Purpose, to successfully navigate nonfiction text and to develop the habits of mind for college and career success. Bonus and Stretch Lessons serve two different purposes in moving students toward the comprehension of grade-appropriate nonfiction texts. Stretch Lessons: The Stretch Lessons are rich in science and social studies content, allowing students to build literacy skills and content-area knowledge simultaneously. Each lesson presents students with two content-area texts: a news article and in-depth content entitled Dig Deeper. These lessons include the Stretch Articles, the grade-appropriate version of the same lesson. Students work on building their strategies and close-reading techniques with the less complex text and then apply those strategies to targeted portions of the grade-appropriate text. Teacher materials outline what teachers can do before, during, and after independent student work, including ways to guide student interaction with the Stretch materials.Bonus Lessons: Achieve3000 Bonus Lessons for grades 3-12 apply that same 5-Step Literacy Routine to materials that challenge students with extensive readings at their individual Lexile levels. This helps to build stamina for reading comprehension of text with higher word counts. Each Bonus Lesson presents students with two or three rich sources of information to analyze and evaluate. These sources consist of text, as well as charts, videos, primary sources, and other forms of media.  A comprehensive Teacher Guide offers step-by-step guidelines for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills in addition to guiding collaborative discussions around complex text. 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSMaterials are not available to support the standards and adequately address foundational skills The materials lack practice in word study spelling patterns as well as decoding gradelevel words  The program will not support the students ability to read fluently_2: Achieve3000 offers opportunities for explicit instruction of foundational skills of reading using our direct instruction lesson plans. The instruction includes guidance on the four traits of oral reading fluency with a series of specific activities and strategies. Along with this are opportunities for building reading fluency through a combination of activities that focus on phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy, as well as a collection of Reader’s Theaters with parts differentiated to varying Lexile levels.  On a monthly basis, students receive a Read Aloud lesson, through which fluency can be assessed. The system is able to track students’ reading rates, while teachers can use Achieve3000 Oral Reading Rubrics to identify error rates. Once error rates are recorded in the system, monthly tracking of student fluency is possible.  The “Just For Me” curriculum provides contextualized instruction of phonics, word analysis, and spelling. While students complete the 5-Step Routine at their independent levels, teachers are able to use instructional materials to provide 5-10 minute embedded phonics lessons. This curriculum package provides examples, guidance, and materials that offer teachers options for organizing the instruction of phonics and word analysis according to their students’ needs. All lessons (in the Just for Me curriculum as well as all other lessons in Achieve) include text-to-speech audio functionality, providing students with practice in fluency skills--phrasing, flow, pacing, and accuracy. 
	PUBLISHER COMMENTSThe majority of the questions are not text dependent and are considered basic recall_3: During the 5-Step Routine of any Stretch Lesson, each student receives a differentiated nonfiction passage, matched to his or her individual Lexile level. Independent text-based questions follow each reading and often begin by establishing a basic understanding of the text before focusing on the analysis of text. These questions are purposefully designed to deepen student learning and understanding of the text.The teacher materials that accompany the Stretch Lessons include a series of text-dependent discussion questions, which range from checking students’ basic understanding of the text to challenging students to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the information they have read. The questions give students multiple opportunities to participate appropriately in conversations and debates based on the texts and their own experiences.  In the Bonus Lessons, students encounter technology-enhanced, text-dependent questions, similar to the ones they will see in the new online assessments. These drag-and-drop style and constructed-response items deepen student comprehension of the text and stretch their critical thinking skills. A comprehensive set of teacher materials accompanies every Bonus Lesson, offering step-by-step techniques for teaching vocabulary and close reading skills, in addition to guiding collaborative discussions based on text-dependent questions.Every lesson contains a Thought Question, which challenges students to use Achieve3000’s Reading Connections and digital highlighting tool to annotate text and to identify evidence for their written responses. Students are expected to read the text closely and cite specific evidence in their responses to the text-dependent Thought Question. In order to ensure that students have the solid vocabulary foundation they will need to excel across the content areas, all Achieve3000 lessons include vocabulary study. Each lesson includes a set of discipline-specific or academic vocabulary; these terms are featured in the teacher materials, along with specific instructional recommendations. Teachers can also make use of direct instruction lesson plans designed to reinforce the strategies for vocabulary acquisition. Teacher materials also highlight the importance of using targeted words within the context of writing and speaking.


